RIYADH DIPLOMATIC QUARTER

Courtyard Riyadh Diplomatic Quarter
Al-Hada District, Abdullah Bin Hothafa, Al-Sahmi Street
P.O. Box 64819, Riyadh 11546
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
Phone: 966 1 2817300
Fax: 966 1 2817900
www.courtyardriyadhdiplomaticquarter.com

By Air
King Khalid International Airport - RUH - is located 40 kilometers (24.5 miles) Southwest of Riyadh. Accessibly 35 minutes drive away from Courtyard Riyadh Diplomatic Quarter.

Driving Directions:
From the airport, proceed towards the Riyadh city centre following the Makkah sign leading to Diplomatic Quarters. Continue in the direction of Diplomatic Quarters Gate # 2. Take the Diplomatic Quarters ramp from the traffic signal. Turn left and you will see the Courtyard on your right.

Location:
Courtyard Riyadh Diplomatic Quarter is strategically located in the heart of Riyadh’s Diplomatic Quarter at the Al-Hada District. Major shopping malls, ministry offices and the business center area – Olaya are also minutes away from the hotel.

Transportation:
Abu Dyab Rent-A-Car - Reservations required
Airport Shuttle Service - Reservations required

Car Rental (All Nearby)
Abu Dyab Rent-A-Car - 966 1 4779300
Avis - 966 1 4781300
Hertz - 966 1 4931191